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Eric & Allison Pyle rejoice with all the answered prayers and are
ready for an adventure together!
Allison's News

What's Next?

“

In October, I became an official member of
Wycliffe Bible Translators! Hooray! All of the time
and energy involved in the application process has
paid off. Now the big question is—what will my role
be? To investigate some possibilities, Eric and I
attended and helped out with the Bible Translation
Conference 2009. One of the areas I’m thinking
about being involved in is Scripture Use. This could
involve things like helping pastors and believers know
how to incorporate the Word in their local language
into their worship and lives. (In some areas, pastors
have received all their training in the national
language and have a hard time relating to their
congregation in their own language. Also, some
believers live in fairly isolated areas, where they have
little contact with a church that speaks their language.)
I will also be involved in church this year as the
secretary/missions correspondence coordinator
for our Women in the Church ministry (WIC). As
part of this, I had the opportunity to attend a regional
women’s ministry conference in October, and I really
enjoyed it—although I did get volunteered to wear a
strange costume for a game! (Sorry—I conveniently
have no photo evidence of the event.)

Allison and I rode horses at Camp El Har
during our Language Software Developers
Conference
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FieldWorks 6.0 Released!
After completing FieldWorks 6.0,
my team jumped right into
rearchitecting FieldWorks. Years ago
some foundational decisions were
made that have made our lives more
and more difficult over time. Recent
advances in software practices and
technologies now enable us to
improve our software to make the
system more robust and quicker to
build upon in the future.
We are hoping the next release
will not only be significantly faster,
but also be made available on Linux
for the first time. This will make our
software accessible to many people
who do not have the finances to pay
for Windows systems.

”

Eric's News

“

Word Morph Contest Winner(s) Richard
Congratulations to Richard
Bryant, Sarah Evans, and
Allison Pyle for solving Eric's
Word Morph puzzle
COOL/FLEX in only 5 words in
less than 30 minutes. Allison
made the only submission for
JOIN/FLEX. Smart, huh?

Our next responsibility is
to pray about how and where
we can best serve together as
a couple for the next year or
two. We need to solidify any
change of assignment plans
by the end of November.
In the next couple of
months we will also be going
through Wycliffe training. We
begin with online courses to
cover the basics. Then in
January we will be traveling to
Orlando, FL for two weeks of
Equip. Equip will help prepare
us for engaging churches and
believers to get plugged-in
with us to God's global work
of Bible Translation.
In the months to come we
hope to be sharing more
about our assignment plans
and how you can join with us
in prayer and partnership!
We invite you to pray for
us now as we consider a new
adventure together. We
especially appreciate prayer
for finances in upcoming
months when traveling
requirements prevent us from
receiving "tentmaking" income.

In October I was engaged in our Language
Software Developers Conference at historic Camp
El Har in Dallas. It was a good time to see how all of
our work fits together in helping Bible Translation
projects. Developers flew in from Southeast Asia,
Canada, Germany, Mexico, the UK, and various parts
of the US. We reviewed our current projects,
discussed future plans, and spent hours hammering
through some difficult issues and prioritizations.
In August, Allison and I volunteered to help
provide coffee and break food for Total It Up (Taste
of Translation and Linguistics). That week I got a
good dose of the education Allison received from
the Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics.

Sarah

Allison

”

Prayer Calendar
Nov Wisdom for considering
new assignments
Dec Finances for Equip (due Jan 4)
Christmas travel
Jan

Travel to Orlando for Equip
Monthly finances

Feb

Trauma Healing Training (?)
in Waxhaw, NC
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Together we can provide people the tools they need for getting
God's Word into the 2000+ languages that still need it!

Web: http://www.wycliffe.org/Give/MissionaryMinistries.aspx
Please write donations to:
Wycliffe Bible Translators
P.O. Box 628200
Orlando, Florida 32862-8200
NOTE: Please include on a separate
note: “for the ministry of Eric Pyle”
Phone: 1-800-992-5433, ext 3630

Current Partnership Level:

27%
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